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Let V be the Weyl module of dimension
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n−2
)
for the symplectic group Sp(2n, F)
whose highest weight is the nth fundamental dominant weight. The module V affords the
grassmann embedding of the symplectic dual polar space DW (2n − 1, F), therefore V is
also called the grassmann module for the symplectic group.
We consider the smallest case for char(F) odd for which V is reducible, namely n = 4
and char(F) = 3. In this case the unique factor R of V has vector dimension 1. Here we
provide a geometric description for R and study some relations between R and other objects
associated with the grassmann embedding.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Definitions and basic results to be used in this paper will be recalled in Section 2. Let∆ = DW(2n− 1, F) be the dual of
a non-degenerate symplectic polar space of rank n defined over the field F. Let e:∆→ Σ denote the grassmann embedding
of ∆ into the projective space Σ = PG(V ), where V = V (N, F) is a vector space of dimension N =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n−2
)
.
Let G = PSp(2n, F) ≤ Aut(∆). As e is a homogeneous embedding, G lifts through e to a subgroup e(G) of PGL(V ).
So, the vector space V , equipped with the action of G on it via e(G) (extended by scalar mappings) can be regarded as
a G-module. We shall call this the grassmann module for G. In the language of Chevalley groups, V is the Weyl module
for G with the nth fundamental weight as the highest weight, where fundamental weights are numbered as follows:
• • • ..... • • •
1 2 3 n− 2 n− 1 n
When char(F) 6= 0 there are cases inwhich the grassmannmoduleV is reducible, i.e. it contains nontrivialG-submodules.
In this paper we focus on the first case for char(F) = p odd in which V is reducible. This happens when ∆ has rank n = 4
and char(F) = 3.
In general, the reducibility of V as G-module goes along with the existence of proper polarized quotients of e. Following
Cardinali, De Bruyn and Pasini [10], it is possible to define a G-invariant subspace R of V which defines a quotient e/R of e
with the property that every polarized embedding of∆ lies between e/R and e. The subspace R (which might be also trivial)
is called the nucleus of e and the quotient e/R is called the minimal full polarized embedding of e. By Blok, Cardinali, De
Bruyn and Pasini [5], the following holds:
Theorem 1.1. All G-invariant subspaces of V are contained in R.
Obviously, when R is trivial, e = e/R and the grassmann module is irreducible.
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Depending on char(F), the following is known about the reducibility of the grassmann module for G.
If char(F) = 0 then R = 0, i.e. the grassmann module is always irreducible (see Bourbaki [6], Steinberg [25]).
If char(F) = 2, by Blok, Cardinali and De Bruyn [2] (see also Cardinali and Lunardon [9] for the case of rank 3), then
R has (vector) dimension dim(R) = N − 2n. In this case e/R (which is the minimal G-homogeneous embedding of ∆, by
Theorem 1.1) has vector dimension 2n. In particular, if F is perfect then∆ ∼= DQ(2n, F) and e/R is just the spin embedding
of DQ(2n, F). However, the equality dim(R) = N − 2n also holds if F is non-perfect. We refer the reader to [2] for more
details on e/R in this case.
Assume that char(F) = p > 2. Premet and Suprunenko [22] give a recursive formula to compute the dimension of the
irreducible factors of the G-module V . According to that formula, V is reducible if and only if n ≥ 2(p− 1). By Theorem 1.1,
the nucleus R of e is just the uniquemaximal properG-submodule of V . Premet and Suprunenko [22] just study thatmaximal
submodule of V . They prove that the dimension dim(R) of R is an increasing function of n, with dim(R) = 0 if and only if
n < 2(p − 1). When n = 2(p − 1) then dim(R) = 1. When n = 2(p − 1) + 1 then dim(R) = 2n and R affords the natural
embedding of the symplectic polar spaceW(2n−1, F). As a consequence, when n ≤ 3 and p > 2 then V is irreducible.When
n = 4 or 5 then V is irreducible except when p = 3. (A straightforward proof of the latter fact is also given by Cardinali, De
Bruyn and Pasini [10]).
Premet and Suprunenko [22] also give some information on the structure of R. They only consider the case p > 2, but
results similar to those of [22] have later been obtained by Adamovich [1] for p = 2.
Premet, Suprunenko and Adamovich mainly rely on the theory of Lie algebras and deep results on linear representations
of symmetric groups. Regrettably, their approach does not give the reader a clear insight into the geometric background
of the situation. It is worth trying different, more geometrical approaches. Papers [9] by Cardinali and Lunardon and [2] by
Blok, Cardinali and De Bruyn are indeed a contribution in this direction. Another contribution has recently been given by De
Bruyn [15]. Only using linear algebra, he has obtained the following:
Theorem 1.2 (De Bruyn [15]). Let ∆ = DW(2n− 1, F) and let R be the nucleus of e.
(1) Let char(F) = 0. Then R = 0 for every n.
(2) Let char(F) = p > 0. Then R = 0 if and only if n < 2(p − 1). When n = 2(p − 1) then dim(R) = 1. When n = 2p − 1
then dim(R) = 2n and R affords the natural embedding of W(2n− 1, F) in V (2n, F). When n ≥ 2p then dim(R) ≥ 2n.
The philosophy which inspires this paper is the same as that of [9,2], namely we aim to understand which geometric
facts lie behind the formulas that Premet and Suprunenko have established for the dimensions of the irreducible factors of
the grassmann module of∆.
Here we focus on the smallest case for char(F) odd in which the grassmann module is reducible, namely n = 4 and
char(F) = 3. Indeed, by the above we know that the first time R is not trivial occurs for ∆ = DW (7, F), char(F) = 3 and
in this case R has vector dimension 1. In order to investigate properties of R we make use of a certain quasi-polarity ρe of
PG(V ) (see [7, Definition 7.2.10]) defined in [10] whose radical Rad(ρe) is precisely the nucleus of the embedding e.
1.1. Main results and organization of the paper
In Section 2 all the needed definitions and basic theorems are recalled. Then, we consider tangent spaces T0, T1, . . . , Tn−1
at e(x) where x is a given point of ∆ = DW(2n − 1, q), introduced by Cardinali and De Bruyn [8]. As it follows from
Theorem 2.1(2) and Theorem 24.1.6 and 24.1.7 of [18], a section of a veronese varietyV with a subspace lives in the quotient
Mj := Tj/Tj−1. Explicitly, the j-grassmannian of the projective geometry Res∆(x) admits an embedding ej inMj (we warn the
reader that ej is not an embedding in the sense of Section 2.1.1 because lines might not be mapped onto lines), andMj ∩ V
is just the image of ej. As we shall see in Section 3, when n is even, say n = 2k, the quasi-polarity ρe of PG(V ) induces a
non-zero quasi-polarity ρMk on the quotientMk.
We will prove in Theorem 3.2 that when the radical of ρe is a point then it belongs to Tn/2 \ Tn/2−1.
In Section 4, assuming n = 4 and char(F) odd, we search for a connection between the quasi-polarity ρM2 induced by ρe
onM2 and the sectionM2∩V . Note that if n = 4 thenM2∩V is a hyperplane section ofV . We will first prove the following:
Theorem 1. Let n = 4. If char(F) = p > 3 then ρM2 is non-degenerate. If char(F) = 3 then ρM2 is degenerate with radical of
(vector) dimension 1 (=dim(Rad(ρe))). In fact, Rad(ρe) ⊆ T2 and Rad(ρM2) = 〈Rad(ρe) ∪ T1〉/T1.
Let now Q be the quadric ofM2 ∼= PG(19, F) defined by the quasi-polarity ρM2 . The projective spaceM2 can be regarded
as a hyperplane ofM2 := 〈V〉 = PG(20, F).
Theorem 2. The quadric Q is the restriction to M2 of a unique non-degenerate quadric of M2 containing V .
It follows from the theorem above (to be proved in Section 4) that the quasi-polarity ρM2 can be extended in a natural
way to a quasi-polarity ρM2 ofM2. Let Q be the quadric ofM2 (extension of Q ) associated to the extension ρM2 of ρM2 . The
next theorem is our final result of Section 4.
Theorem 3. If char(F) > 3 then M2 is a non-tangent hyperplane of Q . If char(F) = 3 then M2 is a tangent hyperplane of Q .
This theorem explains why ρM2 is degenerate when char(F) = 3 and non-degenerate otherwise. We are not claiming
that this is the most enlightening explanation of that fact, but we believe it can be useful.
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As a by-product of our investigation we also obtain that Q is degenerate when char(F) = 5. In fact, in that case Q is a
quadratic cone. It is worth noticing that the module for Sp(10, F), char(F) = 5, arising from the line-grassmannian of the
polar space W(9, F) is reducible (compare [21]). We do not know if this fact is somehow related to the above.
2. Definitions and basics
2.1. Dual polar spaces
LetΠ be a thick non-degenerate polar space of rank n ≥ 2 and let∆ be its associated thick dual polar space, regarded as
a point-line geometry (P ,L).
For all points x, y ∈ P we denote by d∆(x, y) the distance between x and y in the collinearity graph of∆. The diameter of
∆ is themaximum of d∆(x, y) for x, y ∈ P . It is equal to n, which is also called the rank of∆. For every point x ∈ P and every
i ∈ Z, we define∆i(x) := {y ∈ P | d∆(x, y) = i} and∆∗i (x) := {y ∈ P | d∆(x, y) ≤ i}. A subspace S of∆ is called convex if
every point on a shortest path between two points of S is contained in S. The convex subspaces of∆ of diameter i are called
i-elements of ∆ and correspond to (n − i − 1)-dimensional (totally isotropic) subspaces of Π . The (n − 1)-elements of ∆
correspond to the points of Π . They are called maxes of ∆. Dual polar spaces are near polygons (Shult and Yanushka [24],
De Bruyn [13]) which means that for every point x and every line L there exists a unique point piL(x) on L nearest to x. More
generally, for every point x and every convex subspace S, there exists a unique point piS(x) ∈ S called the projection of x onto
S, such that d(x, y) = d(x, piS(x))+ d(piS(x), y) for every point y ∈ S. A hyperplane of∆ is a proper subspace meeting each
line. Since∆ is a near polygon, the set Hx := ∆∗n−1(x) of points at non-maximal distance from a given point x is a hyperplane
of∆. The hyperplane Hx is called the singular hyperplane with deep point x.
Names for dual polar spaces are formed by putting the letter D in front of the usual name of the corresponding polar
space. So, DW(2n− 1, F) denotes the dual of the symplectic polar space W(2n− 1, F) of rank n over the field F, DQ(2n, F)
is the dual of the quadric Q(2n, F) of PG(2n, F), and so on.
2.1.1. Embeddings
A (full) projective embedding of∆ intoΣ (embedding of∆ inΣ , for short) is an injective mapping e from the point set P
of∆ to the point set ofΣ satisfying the following:
(E1) the image e(P ) of P under e spansΣ;
(E2) every line of∆ is mapped by e onto a line ofΣ .
The numbers dim(Σ) and dim(Σ) + 1 are respectively called the projective and vector dimensions of the embedding e.
Since the hyperplanes of∆ are maximal as subspaces of∆ (Shult [23, Lemma 6.1]), for every hyperplane H of∆ the image
e(H) of H by e spans either a hyperplane 〈e(H)〉 ofΣ or the whole ofΣ . We say that e is polarized if 〈e(Hx)〉 is a hyperplane
ofΣ for every point x ∈ P .
Two embeddings e1 : ∆ → Σ1 and e2 : ∆ → Σ2 of ∆ are called isomorphic (e1 ∼= e2) if there exists an isomorphism
f : Σ1 → Σ2 such that e2 = f ◦ e1. Let e : ∆→ Σ be an embedding of∆ and U a subspace ofΣ satisfying the following:
(Q1) 〈U, e(p)〉 6= U for every point p ∈ P ;
(Q2) 〈U, e(p1)〉 6= 〈U, e(p2)〉 for any two distinct points p1, p2 ∈ P .
Then there exists an embedding e/U of ∆ into the quotient space Σ/U , mapping each point p of ∆ to 〈U, e(p)〉. If
e1 : ∆ → Σ1 and e2 : ∆ → Σ2 are two embeddings, we say that e1 ≥ e2 if there exists a subspace U in Σ1 satisfying
(Q1), (Q2) and e1/U ∼= e2.
If∆ is embeddable, then by Tits [26, 8.6] (when rank(∆) = 2) and Kasikova and Shult [19, 4.6] (when rank(∆) > 2),∆
admits the so-called absolutely universal embedding e˜:∆ → Σ˜ (universal embedding for short). This means that e˜ ≥ e′ for
every embedding e′ of ∆. By Cardinali, De Bruyn and Pasini [11, Corollary 1.8], the absolutely universal embedding of any
thick embeddable dual polar space is polarized.
For every polarized embedding e : ∆ → Σ , let Re be the intersection of all hyperplanes 〈e(Hx)〉 of Σ for x ∈ P .
Following Blok, Cardinali and De Bruyn [2], we call Re the nucleus of e. The nucleus Re satisfies conditions (Q1) and (Q2), and
the embedding e¯ := e/Re is a polarized embedding of ∆, called the minimal full polarized embedding of ∆. If e1 is another
polarized embedding of∆, then e1 ≥ e and e¯1 ∼= e¯.
Moreover, the mapping e∗ sending x ∈ P to 〈e(Hx)〉 is an embedding of ∆ into the dual (Σ/Re)∗ of the quotient of Σ
over Re, called the dual embedding. The dual embedding e∗ is essentially the same thing as theminimal polarized embedding
e¯, no matter which polarized embedding e of∆we start from. Indeed e∗ ∼= e¯. For proofs and more information on the above
facts, we refer to Cardinali, De Bruyn and Pasini [10].
Let e˜ : ∆ → Σ˜ = PG(V˜ ) be the absolutely universal embedding of ∆. Suppose that ∆ possesses a minimal spanning
set of size dim(V˜ ). Then, the mapping sending e˜(x) to 〈e˜(Hx)〉 for x ∈ P can be extended to a quasi-polarity ρe˜ of Σ˜ , and
ρe˜(e˜(x)) = e˜∗(x) for every point x ∈ P . We recall that a map pi on a projective space P sending each point x of P to either a
hyperplane or P is called a quasi-polarity if x ∈ pi(y)⇒ y ∈ pi(x) for any two distinct points x, y of P. The radical of pi is the
subspace of Pwhose points x belongs to pi(y) for every point y of P (see [7, Definition 7.2.10]).
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The radical Rad(ρe˜) of ρe˜ is equal to the nucleus Re˜ of e˜. Moreover, for every subspace U ⊆ Re˜ = Rad(ρe˜), a quasi-polarity
ρe is naturally induced by ρe˜ on the codomain Σ = Σ˜/U of e = e˜/U , and we have Rad(ρe) = Re. In particular, if e¯ = e˜/Re˜
(∼= e˜∗ ∼= e¯∗) is the minimal polarized embedding of ∆, then ρe¯ is non-degenerate. We refer to Section 3 for an explicit
description of ρe˜ when∆ is of symplectic type.
2.1.2. Fully homogeneous embeddings
Given an embedding e:∆ → Σ = PG(V ) we say that an automorphism g of ∆ lifts to Σ through e if there exists an
automorphism e(g) of Σ such that e(g)e = eg . Clearly e(g), if it exists, is uniquely determined by g . We call it the lifting
of g to Σ . Let G be a subgroup of Aut(∆). If all elements of G lift to Σ through e then we say that G lifts to Σ , we put
e(G) = {e(g)}g∈G and we call e(G) the lifting of G to Σ (also to Aut(Σ) = PΓ L(V )). If all automorphisms of ∆ lift to Σ
through e then we say that e is fully homogeneous.
It immediately follows from the definition of universality that the absolutely universal embedding e˜ : ∆→ Σ˜ = PG(V˜ )
is fully homogeneous.
The minimal full polarized embedding e¯ : ∆ → Σ = Σ˜/Re˜ is also fully homogeneous. Indeed, Re˜ is stabilized by
e˜(Aut(∆)). More generally, if e : ∆ → Σ is a fully homogeneous embedding and U is a subspace of Σ that defines a
quotient of e, then e/U is fully homogeneous if and only if U is stabilized by e(Aut(∆)) (see Blok, Cardinali, De Bruyn and
Pasini [5] for more information). A notion slightly weaker than full homogeneity can also be considered. We say that an
embedding e : ∆→ Σ is G-homogeneous if G lifts to a subgroup e(G) of Aut(Σ) through e.
2.1.3. Tangent spaces
Let e : ∆→ Σ be a full polarized embedding of a thick dual polar space∆. For every point x of∆ and every i ∈ {0, . . . , n},
we define
T e−1(x) := ∅(projective notation),
T ei (x) := 〈e(∆∗i (x))〉.
If no confusion is possible, we will write Ti(x) instead of T ei (x). The subspace Ti(x) is called the tangent space of index i at the
point e(x). We define ti(x) := dim(Ti(x))+ 1. Obviously, t−1(x) = 0, t0(x) = 1, tn−1(x) = dim(Σ) (since e is polarized) and
tn(x) = dim(Σ)+1. If ti(x) is independent of the point x (as it happenswhen e is fully homogeneous), thenwewill alsowrite
ti instead of ti(x). For every i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, letMi(x) be the quotient space Ti(x)/Ti−1(x). We definemi(x) := dim(Mi(x))+ 1.
Ifmi(x) is independent of the point x, then we will also writemi instead ofmi(x).
Let x be a point of ∆. We recall that Res∆(x) is the projective geometry formed by elements of ∆ through x. For every
i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, let Gi(x) be the grassmannian of the (i − 1)-dimensional subspaces of Res∆(x). The points of Gi(x) are the
i-elements of ∆ through x. For i ∈ {0, n}, Gi(x) has no lines. If 0 < i < n, then the lines of Gi(x) are the sets of i-elements
which contain a given (i− 1)-element through x and are contained in a given (i+ 1)-element of∆.
We will now define a map exi , i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, from the point set of Gi(x) to the point set of the quotient space
Mi(x) = Ti(x)/Ti−1(x). If F is a convex subspace of diameter i through x, then we define exi (F) := 〈Ti−1(x), e(y)〉, where
y is an arbitrary point of F at distance i from x. As shown in [8], exi does not depend on the particular choice of y.
2.1.4. The grassmann embedding of DW (2n− 1, F)
Let V = V (2n, F) be a 2n-dimensional vector space defined over a field F and let ζ be a non-degenerate bilinear
alternating form of V defining ∆. Choose a basis {e1, . . . , en, en+1, . . . , e2n} in V such that ζ (ei, ej) = 0 if |i − j| 6=
n, ζ (ei, ej) = 1 if j− i = n and ζ (ei, ej) = −1 if i− j = n.
Put I := {1, . . . , 2n} and denote by
(
I
n
)
the family of n-subsets of I . Suppose X is an (n − 1)-dimensional subspace of
PG(V ) generated by the points (xi,1, . . . , xi,2n) of PG(V ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and the coordinates xi,j are relative to the given
basis (ei)2ni=1 of V (2n, F). For every J = {i1, i2, . . . , in} in
(
I
n
)
with i1 < i2 < · · · < in, we define
XJ :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1,i1 x1,i2 · · · x1,in
x2,i1 x2,i2 · · · x2,in
...
...
. . .
...
xn,i1 xn,i2 · · · xn,in
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Let eJ := ei1 ∧ ei2 ∧ · · · ∧ ein . Also write ei1 i2...in for eJ when J = {i1, i2, . . . , in}. The scalars XJ , J ∈
(
I
n
)
, are the coordinates of
a point f (X) = 〈∑J XJeJ〉 of PG(∧n V ) relative to the basis (eJ)J∈( In ) of∧n V ∼= V (( 2nn ) , F). The point f (X) does not depend
on the particular set of n points which we have chosen as generating set for X . The elements XJ , J ∈
(
I
n
)
, are called the
grassmann coordinates of X . It is well known that the subspace of V (
(
2n
n
)
, F) generated by all points f (X), with X a maximal
totally isotropic subspace of W(2n− 1, F), is N-dimensional, where N =
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n−2
)
(see Bourbaki [6] and also Premet
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and Suprunenko [22] and De Bruyn [16]). We will denote this subspace by V (N, F). So, we obtain a map e from the point set
of DW(2n − 1, F) to the point set of PG(V (N, F)) ∼= PG(N − 1, F). We call it the grassmann embedding of DW (2n − 1, F).
By Cooperstein [12] and De Bruyn and Pasini [17], when either F 6= F2 or n = 2 the grassmann embedding e is indeed the
absolutely universal embedding of DW(2n− 1, F). When F = F2 and n > 2 the universal embedding has vector dimension
(2n + 1)(2n−1 + 1)/3 > N (see Li [20] and Blokhuis and Brouwer[4]). The map e is a polarized and fully homogeneous
embedding of DW(2n− 1, F) in PG(N − 1, F).
Clearly, V (N, F) is a module for G := Sp(2n, F). We call it the grassmann module for G. This is indeed the Weyl module
for Gwhose highest weight is the nth fundamental dominant weight.
2.1.5. Tangent spaces and veronese varieties
The map ν fromΣ1 = PG(n− 1, F) toΣ2 = PG( n(n+1)2 − 1, F)mapping the point (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) ∈ Σ1 to the point
(X21 , X
2
2 , . . . , X
2
n , X1X2, X1X3, . . . , Xn−1Xn) ∈ Σ2
is called the (quadratic) veronese map. The image of ν is a veronese variety V of Σ2. If H is a hyperplane of Σ2 then
ν−1(H ∩ V) is a (possibly degenerate) quadric of Σ1. The veronese variety of Σ2 can also be described as the set of points
Y = (Y11, Y22, . . . , Ynn, Y12, . . . Y1n, Y23, . . . Y2n, . . . Yn−1,n) of Σ2 for which rank([Yij]ni,j=1) = 1, where the isomorphism is
given by Yij = XiXj with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n (and Yij := Yji for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}with i > j). In other words, V is the intersection
of the quadrics Q ijkl ofΣ2 with equation YikYjl − YilYjk = 0, 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n. For more information on the veronese variety,
we refer to Chapter 25 of Hirschfeld and Thas [18].
A connection between tangent spaces of a symplectic dual polar space ∆ and the veronese variety is given through the
maps exi defined in Section 2.1.4, where e:∆→ Σ is the grassmann embedding of∆.
Recall that the grassmann map of the (k − 1)-dimensional subspaces of a projective space PG(V ), maps each (k − 1)-
dimensional subspace α = 〈v1, v2 · · · , vk〉 to the point 〈v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vk〉 of PG(∧k V ), where∧k V is the kth exterior
power of V . The image of the grassmann map is a so-called grassmann variety of PG(
∧k V ).
The following theorem is taken from Cardinali and De Bruyn [8] and from De Bruyn [14] for claim (1):
Theorem 2.1. Let e be the grassmann embedding of the symplectic dual polar space∆ = DW (2n− 1, F), let x be a point of ∆
and i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then
(1) the quotient Mi(x) has vector dimension dim(Mi(x)) =
( n
i
)2 − ( ni−1 ) ( ni+1 ) .
(2) if 0 6= i 6= n then exi ∼= θ ′i ◦ θi where θi is the grassmann map from the set of (i − 1)-dimensional subspaces of Res∆(x) to
the corresponding grassmann variety Gi of PG(
( n
i
)− 1, F), and θ ′i is the restriction of the veronese map
ν : PG
((n
i
)
− 1, F
)
→ PG
(
1
2
[(n
i
)2 + (n
i
)]
− 1, F
)
to the grassmann variety Gi.
3. Quasi-polarities in tangent spaces
Let V = V (2n, F) with basis (e1, . . . , en, en+1, . . . , e2n) chosen as in Section 2.1.4. Now, let X and Y be two maximal
singular subspaces of the polar space W(2n − 1, F). Suppose X is generated by the vectors (xi,1, . . . , xi,2n), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
that Y is generated by the vectors (yi,1, . . . , yi,2n), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Obviously, the points X and Y of ∆ = DW (2n − 1, F) are at
non-maximal distance if and only if∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1,1 x1,2 · · · x1,2n
...
...
. . .
...
xn,1 xn,2 · · · xn,2n
y1,1 y1,2 · · · y1,2n
...
...
. . .
...
yn,1 yn,2 · · · yn,2n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0. (1)
Put I := {1, . . . , 2n} and N :=
(
2n
n
)
−
(
2n
n−2
)
. For every subset J ⊆ I , define σ(J) := (1+ · · · + |J|)+∑j∈J j.
Then, Eq. (1) holds if and only if∑
J∈
(
I
n
)(−1)σ(J)XJYI\J = 0 (2)
as one can see by expanding the determinant of Eq. (1) by Laplace Generalized Formula. Let W be the N-dimensional
subspace of
∧n V spanned by the image e(∆) of∆ via the grassmann embedding (see Section 2.1.4). Then Eq. (2) determines
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a bilinear form f inW induced by a non-degenerate bilinear form of
∧n V (this is the form mapping ((XJ)J∈( In ), (YJ)J∈( In ))
to
∑
J∈
(
I
n
)(−1)σ(J)XJYI\J ). Since σ(J)+ σ(I \ J) ≡ n(mod 2) for J ∈ ( In), the form f is symmetric if n is even and alternating
if n is odd. The quasi-polarity defined by f on PG(W ) is just the quasi-polarity ρe associated to e and Re is the radical of f .
Since e is homogeneous and Sp(2n, F) is transitive on the points of∆, the tangent spaces at any twopoints are isomorphic.
So, we may suppose without loss of generality that the point x upon which the series of tangent spaces Ti(x) is constructed
is the maximal singular subspace of W(2n− 1, F) generated by the rows of the matrix (In|0n). So, e(x) = 〈e1∧ · · · ∧ en〉. We
also write Ti andMi instead of Ti(x) andMi(x).
For any a ∈ ∆∗j (x), let aρ := Ha = 〈{z: d(z, a) ≤ n− 1}〉∆. The quasi-polarity ρe induces a quasi-polarity in Tj/Tj−1 if and
only if ∆∗j−1(x) ⊆ aρ for any a ∈ ∆∗j (x). This happens if and only if d(y, a) ≤ n − 1 for every y ∈ ∆∗j−1(x) and a ∈ ∆∗j (x).
Since d(y, a) ≤ d(y, x) + d(x, a) ≤ j − 1 + j = 2j − 1, ρe induces a quasi-polarity ρMj in Tj/Tj−1 if 2j ≤ n, namely j ≤ n2 .
Conversely, if 2j > n one can always find a point y at distance n from a such that x is on a geodesic from a to y. So, ρe induces
a quasi-polarity ρMj in Tj/Tj−1 if and only if j ≤ n/2.
However ρMj is null if j < n/2. Indeed, Ha ⊇ ∆∗j (x) for every a ∈ Tj if j < n/2. So, j = n/2 is the only interesting case to
consider. The next theorem summarizes this discussion.
Theorem 3.1. The quasi-polarity ρe induces a non-zero quasi-polarity ρMk on Tk/Tk−1 if and only if n is even and k = n/2.
The case that Rad(ρe) 6= 0 (i.e. ρe is degenerate) depends on the rank of ∆ and on the characteristic of the field. As said
in Section 1, if char(F) = 0 then Rad(ρe) = 0 while if char(F) = p > 0 then Rad(ρe) = 0 if and only if n < 2(p− 1). In the
case n = 2(p− 1) then Rad(ρe) is just a point and when n > 2(p− 1) then dim(Rad(ρe)) > 1. For these results we refer the
reader to Premet and Suprunenko [22] (also De Bruyn [15] and Blok, Cardinali and Pasini [3]). When Rad(ρe) is a point the
following theorem says where it is placed with respect to tangent spaces.
Theorem 3.2. Let n = 2(p− 1). Then the point P = Rad(ρe) belongs to Tn/2 \ Tn/2−1.
Proof. According to the convention stated above, e(x) = 〈e1 ∧ e2 ∧ · · · ∧ en〉.
Let I = {i1, . . . , ir} and K = {k1, l1, . . . , kt , lt} be subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} and J = {j1, . . . , js} ⊆ {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , 2n}
such that r + s + 2t = n and I ∩ K = (J − n) ∩ K = I ∩ (J − n) = ∅ where J − n = {j1 − n, . . . , js − n}. Put
dK = dk1 l1 ∧ dk2 l2 ∧ · · · ∧ dkt lt where dki li = (eki ∧ eki+n − eli ∧ eli+n) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. By De Bruyn [16], the subspace Ti(x)
is generated by the vectors wI,J,K = eI ∧ eJ ∧ dK where |J| + |K | ≤ i and eI , eJ are defined according to the convention of
Section 2.1.4. Hence v ∈ Ti(x) \ Ti−1(x) if v is a linear combination of the vectorswI,J,K with |J| + |K | ≤ i and equality holds
for at least one of them.
By Blok, Cardinali and Pasini [3, Section 4], the point P is generated by the vector
∑
1≤j1<···<jn/2≤n ej1 ∧· · ·∧ ejn/2 ∧ ej1+n∧· · · ∧ ejn/2+n. In each summand of this expression exactly n/2 factors ej occur with j > n, hence P ∈ Tn/2(x) \ Tn/2−1(x). The
thesis follows. 
4. The rank 4 case
Our main goal in this section is to prove Theorems 1–3 of Section 1.1. So, n = 4 and char(F) 6= 2. The grassmann
embedding e determines an embedding of∆ = DW(7, F) in a 41-dimensional subspaceΣ of PG(69, F).
With n = 4 and i = 2, Theorem 2.1 specializes to the following:
Corollary 4.1. Let e : ∆ → Σ ∼= PG(41, F) be the grassmann embedding of ∆ = DW(7, F) and let x be a point of ∆. Then
ex2 ∼= θ ′2 ◦ θ2 where
(i) θ2 is the grassmann map of the lines of Res∆(x) ∼= PG(3, F) to the corresponding grassmann variety G2 of PG(5, F) and
(ii) θ ′2 is the restriction of the veronese map ν : PG(5, F)→ PG(20, F) to the grassmann variety G2.
Let S ∼= V (42, F) be the subspace of ∧4 V underlying Σ . From Cardinali, De Bruyn and Pasini [10, Section 4.3], we
consider the ordered basis B of S consisting of the following 42 vectors (where we recall from Section 2.1.4 that eijkl stands
for ei ∧ ej ∧ ek ∧ el):
e1234, e5678, e1238, e4567, e1247, e3568, e1278, e3456,
e1346, e2578, e1467, e2358, e1678, e2345, e2457, e1368,
e1235 − e2348, e1567 − e4678, e1236 + e1348, e4578 + e2567,
e1237 − e1248, e3567 − e4568, e1245 + e2347, e3678 + e1568,
e1246 − e1347, e2568 − e3578, e1257 − e2478, e1356 − e3468,
e1258 + e2378, e3467 + e1456, e1267 + e1478, e3458 + e2356,
e1268 − e1378, e2456 − e3457, e1345 − e2346, e1578 − e2678,
e1358 − e2368, e1457 − e2467, e1367 − e1468, e2357 − e2458,
e1357 + e2468 − e1256 − e3478, e1458 + e2367 − e1256 − e3478.
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It is shown in [10] that, with respect to this basis, ρe is represented by the following block-diagonal matrix:
diag(M1, . . . ,M1︸ ︷︷ ︸
8 times
,M2, . . . ,M2︸ ︷︷ ︸
12 times
,M3),
where
M1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, M2 =
(
0 2
2 0
)
, M3 =
(
4 2
2 4
)
.
By a direct computation we can find bases B(T0), B(T1), and B(T2) of the tangent spaces T0, T1, and T2 as follows
B(T0) = e1234.
B(T1) = (e1234, e1238, e1247, e1346, e2345, e1235 − e2348, e1236 + e1348,
e1237 − e1248, e1245 + e2347, e1246 − e1347, e1345 − e2346)
B(T2) = (e1234, e1238, e1247, e1278, e3456, e1346, e1467, e2358, e2345, e2457, e1368,
e1235 − e2348, e1236 + e1348, e1237 − e1248, e1245 + e2347, e1246 − e1347,
e1257 − e2478, e1356 − e3468, e1258 + e2378, e3467 + e1456, e1267 + e1478,
e3458 + e2356, e1268 − e1378, e2456 − e3457, e1345 − e2346, e1358 − e2368,
e1457 − e2467, e1367 − e1468, e2357 − e2458, e1357 + e2468 − e1256 − e3478,
e1458 + e2367 − e1256 − e3478).
One verifies that the subset B(Ti) of the basis B is contained in Ti and it follows from the dimension formulas in Theorem 2.1
that this set indeed spans Ti. Note also that B(T0) ⊂ B(T1) ⊂ B(T2). According to Theorem 3.1, the quasi-polarity ρe induces
a quasi-polarity ρM2 onM2 = T2/T1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The quasi-polarity ρT2 induced by ρe in T2 is represented by the following matrix with respect to the
basis B(T2)
M = diag(03,M1, 0,M1, 0,M1, 05,M2, . . . ,M2︸ ︷︷ ︸
4 times
, 0,M2,M2,M3) (3)
where 0i stands for the null matrix of order i (= 3, 5). Note that det(M3) = 12. Hence when char(F) 6= 2, 3 the radical of
ρT2 is spanned by the following vectors
e1234, e1238, e1247, e1346, e2345, e1235 − e2348, e1236 + e1348,
e1237 − e1248, e1245 + e2347, e1246 − e1347, e1345 − e2346,
which form precisely the basis B(T1) of T1. So, ρM2 is non-degenerate.
Let char(F) = 3. Then the radical of ρT2 is spanned by B(T1) ∪ {v} where v is the sum of the last two basis vectors in
B(T2):
v = e1357 + e2468 + e1256 + e3478 + e1458 + e2367.
The point P := 〈v〉 belongs to T2 \ T1. Hence the quasi-polarity ρM2 induced on the quotient T2/T1 is degenerate and its
radical consists of the point P. 
It is worth to compare Theorem 1 with [10, Theorem 4.7] where the dimension of the minimal full polarized embedding
for finite symplectic dual polar spaces of rank 4 is computed. Theorem 1 studies that situation more deeply and manages to
localize the radical of the quasi-polarity ρe with respect to tangent spaces.
The set B(M2) = B(T2) \B(T1) spans a complement of T1 in T2 which we shall identify withM2. Extend B(M2) by adding
the vector e1256 + e3478 and put B(M2) := (B(M2), e1256 + e3478).
Let x be as in Section 2.1.4, namely x is the maximal singular subspace of V (point of DW (7, F)) spanned by the rows of
the matrix (I4|0). The point setL of G2(x) is the set of totally isotropic lines of PG(V ) contained in x.
Let l ∈ L. Then l = 〈(v1, v2, v3, v4, 0, 0, 0, 0), (w1, w2, w3, w4, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉 because of the choice of x.
In order to describe the image of ex2 in detail, we shall now coordinatize Res∆(x) and then describe the Grassmann embedding
θ2 of the geometry of lines of Res∆(x) into the Klein quadric G2 using Plücker coordinates. Then we compute exactly how
the image of ex2 lies inside the hyperplaneM2 of the quadratic veronesean variety of
∧2 x inM2.
Let (uij)1≤i<j≤8 be the Plücker coordinates of l with the convention that uij is the determinant of the submatrix of(
v1 v2 v3 v4 0 0 0 0
w1 w2 w3 w4 0 0 0 0
)
formed by the ith and jth column. Clearly uij = 0 when i > 4 or j > 4 so we will record
only the six coordinates (u12, u13, u14, u23, u24, u34). In the sequel it will be convenient to write (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6) for
(u12, u13, u14, u23, u24, u34).
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The lines ofL can be partitioned into two sets {l(0)α,β,γ ,δ:α, β, γ , δ ∈ F} and {l(i)u,v: u, v ∈ F with 1 ≤ i ≤ 5}where
l(0)α,β,γ ,δ = 〈(1, 0, α, β, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, γ , δ, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉,
l(1)u,v = 〈(0, 0, 1, u, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, v, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉,
l(2)0,v = 〈(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, v, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉,
l(3)u,v = 〈(1, 0, 0, u, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, v, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉,
l(4)u,0 = 〈(1, 0, u, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉,
l(5)u,0 = 〈(0, 0, 1, u, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)〉.
With the convention stated above, the Plücker coordinates (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6) of each element of L satisfy the equation
Z1Z6 − Z2Z5 + Z3Z4 = 0. We have a line of type l(0)α,β,γ ,δ if and only if Z1 6= 0. In this case we take Z1 = 1 and
Z2 = γ , Z3 = δ, Z4 = −α, Z5 = −β and Z6 = Z2Z5 − Z3Z4. Let Z1 = 0. Consider a line l(1)u,v , for instance. Then we
take Z2 = 0 = Z3, Z4 = −1, Z5 = −u, Z6 = v. Similarly for the other lines.
The setL is mapped by ex2 to a set of points ofM2 := 〈B(M2)〉.
If Xi, i = 1, . . . , 21 are the coordinates of a point in Im(ex2)with respect to the basis B(M2) then by straightforward (but
long) computations one can verify that
X1 = Z21 , X2 = Z26 , X3 = Z25 , X4 = Z22 ,
X5 = −Z23 , X6 = −Z24 , X7 = Z1Z3, X8 = Z4Z6,
X9 = −Z1Z2, X10 = Z5Z6, X11 = Z1Z5, X12 = −Z2Z6,
X13 = −Z1Z4, X14 = −Z3Z6, X15 = −Z2Z4, X16 = Z3Z5,
X17 = Z4Z5, X18 = −Z2Z3, X19 = Z3Z4, X20 = −Z2Z5
X21 = Z1Z6.
We see that the image Im(ex2) of e
x
2 is contained in the hyperplane ofM2 of equation X19+ X20+ X21 = 0 with respect to the
basis B(M2). With a little abuse, the hyperplane of M2 spanned by Im(ex2) can be regarded as the same thing as M2. Hence
M2 is embedded inM2 as a hyperplane of equation X19 + X20 + X21 = 0.
According to Section 2.1.5, the veronese variety V is the intersection of the quadrics Q ikjl of M2, whose equation with
respect to the basis B(M2) is YikYjl − YilYjk = 0 where Yrs = ZrZs is the (r, s)-entry of the matrix (ZiZj)1≤i,j≤6.
The arrangements of the entries of that matrix is due to the fact that the equations of the quadrics Q ikjl defining V are
written with respect to the basis B(M2) ofM2.
Let Q be the quadric ofM2 defined by the quasi-polarity ρM2 . From thematrixM (defined in (3)) together with the choice
of B(M2)we see that the quadric Q has the following equation:
2X1X2 + 2X3X4 + 2X5X6 + 4X7X8 + 4X9X10 + 4X11X12 + 4X13X14 + 4X15X16 + 4X17X18
+ 4X219 + 4X19X20 + 4X220 = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the following quadrics ofM2 :
Q1166 : X1X2 − X219 − 2X19X20 − X220 = 0;
Q2255 : X3X4 − X220 = 0;
Q3344 : X5X6 − X219 = 0;
Q1346 : X7X8 + X219 + X19X20 = 0;
Q1256 : X9X10 + X19X20 + X220 = 0;
Q1526 : X11X12 + X19X20 + X220 = 0;
Q1436 : X13X14 + X219 + X19X20 = 0;
Q2435 : X15X16 − X19X20 = 0;
Q2345 : X17X18 − X19X20 = 0.
Note that passing from Q ikjl to Qikjl simply means replacing X21 with−X19−X20. By a direct computation one can verify that
Q = 2(Q1166 + Q2255 + Q3344)+ 4(Q1346 + Q1256 + Q1526 + Q1436 + Q2435 + Q2345).
This proves that Q is contained in a quadric Q that naturally extends Q toM2 according to the extension of Qijkl to Q ijkl.
To prove uniqueness of this extension we proceed as follows. Suppose that F1 and F2 are two quadratic forms of M2
associated to two quadrics Q 1 and Q 2 of M2 both containing V and inducing the same quadric Q in the hyperplane M2.
Since char(F) 6= 2 and Q contains points not in the radical of Q (compare with the matrix M defined in (3)) then by
Tits [26, Theorem 8.1.6], the quadric Q generatesM2. Then we can choose F1 and F2 in such a way that they induce the same
form onM2. In other words F := F1 − F2 is the null form onM2.
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Let now F be a linear combination of the forms associated to the quadrics Q ijkl. Suppose that F induces the null form on
M2. Then F is null on the whole ofM2, as one can check by a straightforward computation. The uniqueness of the extension
Q of Q immediately follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3. As a consequence of Theorem 2, the quasi-polarity ρM2 can be extended to a quasi-polarity ρM2 ofM2.
The quasi-polarity ρM2 is associated to the quadric Q that naturally extends Q toM2. From this, if follows that if char(F) 6= 3
then the quasi-polarity ρM2 is non-degenerate andM2 is a non-tangent hyperplane ofQ while, if char(F) = 3 then the quasi-
polarity ρM2 is degenerate with radical Rad(ρM2) of vector dimension 1. In this case the hyperplaneM2 is tangent to Q at the
point Rad(ρM2). Theorem 3 is proved. 
Remark. With respect to the basis B(M2) the quasi-polarity ρM2 is represented by the following block-diagonal matrix:
M = diag(M1,M1,M1,M2, . . . ,M2︸ ︷︷ ︸
6 times
,M4),
where
M1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, M2 =
(
0 2
2 0
)
, M4 =
(−2 −4 −4
−4 −2 −4
−4 −4 −2
)
.
Since det(M4) = −23 · 5, the quadric Q is non-degenerate if char(F) 6= 2, 5 while it is degenerate if char(F) = 2, 5.
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